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#Thread On Shri Satya Narayana Vrat Katha!

Once Devarshi Narada came to the Mrity■lok while visiting various lok■s, he saw that here man is suffering from many

kinds of sorrows, and according to their bad deeds,

he took birth in many types of Yöni■ and got punished for their deeds. He started thinking about, the solution that can

definitely reduce the suffering of all of them. With this thought in his mind,
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he went to the shelter of Bhagw■n Satyanarayan and bowed to him heartily. Seeing Narad ji anxious like this, Shrihari

Vishnu asked him the reason for his problem.

Narada ji said,

Prabhu you are Antary■mi ,how could anyone hide anything from you?

However, if you have asked, I will tell you .In Mrity■lok■, according to their deeds, all of them are born in various Yoni■ and

are suffering in many ways

Prabhu!

Kindly tell me, what is the solution that will surely end this affliction of human beings?

Seeing this kindness of Narada Muni, Shrihari Vishnu said, Now I tell you about such a very Sacred Vrat Kath■ which has

the auspicious name "Satyanarayana Vrat",

which is very Phal■day■k on Devaloka and PrithviLok, through which One gets freedom from all his sins and gets Moksha

One gets freedom from all his sins and gets Moksh■ and become free from BhavS■gar. Hearing this, Maharishi Narada

asked,

Prabhu!

What is the Phal■ of this vrat, what is its method, and who did this vrat and when? Please tell me in detail.

Hari Narayana describes all these methods in detail -

●Vrãt Phal■: This vråt eliminates all kinds of sorrows of human beings, this v■■t provides good luck, peace and Prosperity

everywhere.

●Vrat Vidhi : This vrat katha can be done on any day, but Satyanarayana Dev

is satisfied when he is worshiped at the time of evening. Bhagw■n accepts everything which is offered with devotion,

but it also has some rules, such as Pras■dam is made of pure substance, Pras■dam should be according to a quarter (like

a quarter of a quarter,

quarter of a pound, a quarter of a kilo, etc.).Banana, ghee, milk, wheat flour,

when wheat flour is unavailable then rice flour, and sugar or jaggery should be offered, then after listening to the story with

friends and household people,

we should pay alms to our P■rohit Br■hmin After that, you should depart from there only after receiving the prasad,

thus after completing this Vrat Kath■ ,a man definitely gets the desired result, especially in the Kaliyuga This Vrat is the only

way to get ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ ■■



Who did this fast and when?

In the past, a Brahmin used to live in Kashipur village, he used to be distraught with hunger and thirst always and wandered

here and there on earth, overseeing the Brahmin as unhappy, Shrihari Vishnu took the form of oldman

And after listening to all his agony from the the Brahmin, Srihari Vishnu told the Brahmin the method of "Satyanarayana

Vrat" and said that you should do Satyanarayana, this frees man from all kinds of sorrows, after this Prabhu Hari get

disappeared.

Then the Brahmin returned home thinking about Narayana, and now he understood that Narayana has told him to do this

brat katha and in the thought of this vrat he got so lost that he did not sleep at night, in the early morning with the Sankalp■

of " Satyanarayana Vrat Kath■ "

he went to take alms, on that day the Brahmin received abundant wealth , after which he fulfilled the vrat katha in a lawful

manner, after which that Brahmin becomes free from all kinds of sorrows and endowed with wealth. After that, he started

Satyanarayana vrat every month and

finally he attains Moksh■.

Whoever listens this Moksh■dayani vrat katha will surely keeps his wealth and health rich with Day■drishti of Lord

Satyadev. With this, the poor get money, the prisoner gets rid of the bondage,one overcomes his fear & he enjoys the

ultimate happiness

and definitely attains Satyapur - The Above of Shri Hari Vishnu. Some people called him Satyanarayana, and some

Satyadev, he takes many forms and showers grace on everyone, Sanatan Satyadev will appear in the form of Satyavrat

(Kalki) in Kali Yuga.

Om Namo Narayana ■

Other katha ...■
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